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Foreword

Research into corporate boards is abundant, but the focus is largely on those who already hold a seat around the boardroom table. What has been lacking is a more rigorous understanding of the myriad, yet often opaque, individual paths to the boardroom. Seeking to address this gap in knowledge, Sapphire Partners was delighted to initiate and co-sponsor with the Economic and Social Research Council this important research at King’s College London. A survey and interviews were conducted over a multi-year period, with a carefully chosen cohort of exceptionally well-qualified women and men aspiring to achieve their first FTSE board appointments. This report captures the strategies and experiences of those men and women - the ‘spadework’, countless interviews, rejections, dead-ends and lucky breaks on their journeys to non-executive roles.

At Sapphire Partners, we are privileged to work with many successful executives who have built broad non-executive portfolios and we are proud of our reputation for presenting clients with shortlists of exceptional, diverse talent. Our decade of experience tells us there is an ever-increasing appetite for a broader cross-section of candidates, combined with a growing emphasis on rigorous, transparent selection processes. The UK is a world leader in corporate governance; robust boardrooms and board appointment processes are fundamental to this. We work with Chairmen and Heads of Nomination Committees intent on bringing new talent, experience and viewpoints to their boardrooms. We also help aspiring NEDs to navigate the labyrinth, and to find professional challenge and satisfaction in bringing their skills to the boardroom.

This pathfinding research would not have been possible without the engagement of our committed academics and hard-working NED candidates. We thank them wholeheartedly for their insightful contributions to our collective understanding of the complex journey to the boardroom.

Kate Grussing
Managing Director
Sapphire Partners

At Sapphire Partners we think smarter about executive search.

In our 10 year history we have brought a fresh approach to search. Our passion for diversity (we place 50% men and 50% women on average) and our caring approach to our clients and candidates enable us to present exceptional candidates who are aligned with our clients’ values and cultures; who not only fit the industry, they change the industry. We pride ourselves on our thorough process and fundamental research that enable us to present not simply the ‘usual suspects’ but to find hidden gems in the marketplace.
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Executive Summary

While there has been a steady increase in the number of women on FTSE100 and FTSE250 boards in the period September 2011 to February 2015, on average 77% of FTSE board seats are still held by men, and 70% of new FTSE board appointments go to men. This highlights the need for a better understanding of how men and women experience the search for Non-Executive Directorships (NEDs).

This research opens the black box of board appointments. To do so, thirty highly-qualified candidates aiming for FTSE100 or FTSE250 boards were interviewed three times over an 18-month period. In addition, we conducted an online survey with 182 women and men seeking commercial board appointments.

The research shows that the recent efforts to increase the participation of women on boards have had a significant effect, particularly on FTSE boards. Women are being encouraged by their networks to seek NED roles, and are targeting FTSE boards. Men, on the other hand, are targeting a wider set of boards including non-FTSE plc and private company boards. This is also reflected in their experience, where men more commonly hold a broader range of diverse board roles. The research also found that while women aspire to a seat on the board, men are more likely to aim to be the Chair.

The research finds that success in gaining a NED role is, unsurprisingly, influenced by personal networking and particularly sponsorship. For the men and women in the study who gained NED roles, being sponsored by others in their network was a consistent theme in their success. More specifically, candidates need high-power advocates and sponsors who proactively put them forward for roles. Men are more likely than women to be sponsored by their networks, while women are more likely to receive encouragement and advice.

In other words, women tend to have advisers while men profit from sponsors who proactively help them to make headway into the boardroom. Unlike in executive roles, where sponsorship largely comes from people who are more senior and within organisations, sponsors in the NED world can be influential peers, headhunters, formal networks or existing NEDs; as well as Chairs and CEOs.

There has been progress in the years since the Davies report, both in increasing the participation of women on boards and in challenging often opaque appointment processes. However these processes remain informal, and even with the introduction of greater transparency and formality, having powerful sponsors remains crucial to success.

It is essential that powerbrokers in the NED world – most commonly headhunters, Chairs and current NEDs – continue to sponsor both women and men aspiring to achieve their first NED role. The appointment process must also continue to be scrutinised, and wider measures taken to achieve greater diversity of all types on boards, in organisations and the wider economy, to maintain the momentum once the target of 25% women’s representation on FTSE boards is achieved.
Since the Lord Davies report of 2011, significant progress has been made in getting women onto boards. As of February 2015, women hold 23.1% of FTSE100 and 17.9% of FTSE250 board roles, with the Lord Davies’ target of 25% women on FTSE100 boards projected to be met by December 2015. Despite this progress, both anecdotal and research evidence suggests that the appointment process remains opaque and difficult to navigate.
This project set out to explore the experiences of women and men seeking NED roles, through an in-depth, longitudinal study of a cohort of board-ready candidates seeking FTSE board appointments. Existing research has looked at this issue from the perspective of the appointing Chairs or search firms, but very little attention has been paid to how prospective board candidates actually go about their search for their first board appointment.

In-depth interviews were conducted with 30 board-ready candidates (15 women and 15 men), aspiring to become NEDs. The sample consisted of matched pairs of women and men with similar industry backgrounds, representing a broad range of sectors. We tracked their journeys by interviewing them three times over an 18-month period. This allowed us to understand candidates’ experiences of diverse aspects of the NED appointment process, recognising that even a single appointment can take many months. Each interview lasted between 30 and 90 minutes. They were recorded and transcribed verbatim, and then coded using qualitative data analysis software.

A wider cohort of aspirant NEDs was also surveyed about their motivations and aspirations for NED work, their strategies for gaining NED roles, and what had been most helpful in their search. All responses were given anonymously via an online survey, and analysed using statistical analysis tools. In total, 182 responses were collected from 121 women and 61 men.

Research Design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviews</th>
<th>Surveys</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The average age of respondents in the survey was 54 years. Women’s average age was slightly younger than men’s (53 compared to 56), but the age gap is not as pronounced as previous research studies have found.

Participants were overwhelmingly white (91% of survey respondents and 100% of interviewees), indicating an over-representation of white individuals seeking board roles. This is, however, fairly close to representative of the wider population of the UK (86% white), and almost directly representative of the age bracket, as 92% of the UK population aged 50 – 64 are white.

Breaking this down into different backgrounds, women were more likely than men to come from non-British backgrounds. Over four in five men (84%) were white-British, compared to just two-thirds of women (65%). Similarly, of those we interviewed, four of the women were non-British, while all of the men were white-British. This suggests a tendency for non-British women to seek roles on British boards more so than non-British men.

In line with the current make-up of the FTSE250, the highest percentage of respondents in the sample came from finance, financial services and insurance. Women were slightly over-represented in the public sector, advertising and marketing, risk, education and research, while men are over-represented in telecommunications, technology and informational technology. This reflects patterns of sex-segregation in the labour force.
Survey: Industry Backgrounds

- Agriculture
- Politics
- Utilities
- Entertainment & Leisure
- Human Resources
- Retail
- Risk
- Healthcare & Pharmaceuticals
- Legal
- Manufacturing
- Education & Research
- Advertising & Marketing
- Public Sector
- Sales & Marketing
- Energy, Oil & Gas
- Strategy
- Consulting
- Telecommunications, Technology & Information Technology
- Other
- Professional Services
- Finance, Financial Services & Insurance

Ethnicity

- White British
- White Other
- Other
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n-depth interviews were conducted with 30 board-ready candidates (15 women and 15 men), aspiring to become NEDs on corporate boards. The sample consisted of matched pairs of women and men with similar industry backgrounds, representing a broad range of sectors. Five matched pairs came from finance, financial services and insurance, two from professional services, two from legal, two from energy, oil and gas and one each from human resources, retail, advertising and marketing and consulting.

Of the 30 candidates who we interviewed, 12 (4 men, 8 women) had been successful in gaining FTSE250 or FTSE100 NED roles. Six people (5 men, 1 woman) had stopped actively seeking FTSE NEDs, due to having portfolios of other roles. The remaining 12 people (6 men, 6 women) were still searching for FTSE NED roles.
NED Success

- Gained a FTSE NED role
- Stopped seeking FTSE NED role
- Still seeking FTSE NED role

For Women:
- Gained a FTSE NED role: 8
- Stopped seeking FTSE NED role: 1
- Still seeking FTSE NED role: 6

For Men:
- Gained a FTSE NED role: 4
- Stopped seeking FTSE NED role: 5
- Still seeking FTSE NED role: 6
As relatively little research has been conducted on why women and men want to join boards, we aimed to find out what motivates them. We discovered men’s and women’s motivations for seeking NED roles are generally similar, often reflecting a wish to move out of corporate roles and gain a better work-life balance, by moving into portfolio careers. However, women were more likely than men to be encouraged by others in their network to seek NED roles.

Traditionally, NED roles were seen as the preserve of retiring executives as a way of winding down a career, but the recent focus on NED work has opened it up to a wider pool of candidates. Very few see it just as retirement (only 10% men and 4% of women in the survey), and the large majority (59% of women and 60% of men in the survey) seek NED work as part of a ‘portfolio career’. Men and women talk about wanting more variety in their working life and being able to focus on other activities or their families.

Women were also more likely to see board roles as a way of developing their skills, or as a way of furthering their careers. 81% of women (compared to 60% of men) saw it as a way of developing skills, and 51% of women (compared to 35% of men) saw NED work as essential for their future progression. In the interviews, women more commonly talked about seeking greater challenges and wanting to develop themselves by taking on NED work. This may suggest that the corporate pipeline is blocked to these women, who see NED roles as a way of gaining experience and moving further up the ladder, due to a lack of challenge in their current roles.

Encouragement

Women, more than men, receive encouragement from others to seek NED roles, and list this as a motivating factor. Over half (51%) of the women in the survey said they had been encouraged by a headhunter to seek board roles, compared with 35% of men. Similarly, 55% of women said they had been encouraged by their peers or colleagues to seek board roles, compared with 40% of men. In the interviews, many of the women candidates said that they had been encouraged to seek NED roles by their network. They felt it was an opportune time for them to do so, as Chairs are looking for women directors to diversify their boards.
Women, more than men, receive encouragement from others to seek NED roles, and list this as a motivating factor.
Both women and men are highly ambitious in their aims for NED roles. The research showed a slight difference between men and women in their aspirations, with women more likely to target a seat on a FTSE board, while men aim for the Chair and a broader range of boards.

Men in the study aspired to hold a range of roles in diverse and smaller companies. Women, in contrast, more commonly talked about targeting FTSE boards. For many women this reflected a pragmatic decision to target these boards specifically, as they are seen to be under greater scrutiny to appoint women and are more viable targets. However this narrowing may affect their likelihood of success. Over the course of the research many of the successful candidates had secured NED roles on smaller company boards, as a stepping stone to FTSE roles.

For many women this reflected a pragmatic decision to target these boards specifically, as they are seen to be under greater scrutiny to appoint women and are more viable targets. However this narrowing may affect their likelihood of success. Over the course of the research many of the successful candidates had secured NED roles on smaller company boards, as a stepping stone to FTSE roles.

Women Aim for a FTSE Board Seat, Men Aim for the Chair

Men aspire to a wide range of roles. They are more likely to seek AIM-listed, plc and private company boards

Women aspire to FTSE boards, which are highly visible and seen as needing female directors

Aspirations

The survey also shows that 31% of women aspired to hold a FTSE100 NED role compared with just 14% of men. Similarly, 34% of women aspired to FTSE250, compared with 21% of men. This demonstrates that women do not lack ambition, but they are seeking NED roles on boards that are more visible, are perceived as having more transparent appointment processes, and wanting women directors. Men were more likely to aim for NEDs on private company boards (58%, compared to 49% of women), plc boards out of the FTSE (53%, compared to 40% of women) or angel investment in small companies (14%, compared to 5% of women), suggesting that they are spreading their net wider to a broader range of boards.

In the interviews, men often talked about their aspirations in terms of the power and status conferred by the roles they could gain. In the survey they were also significantly more likely to aspire to be a Chair: nearly half of the men (46%) aspired to hold a Chair role, compared with only 28% of women. Given that increasing the number of women on boards is also associated with increased numbers of women Chairs and CEOs, it is important women also aim for Chair roles.
What Roles do Candidates Aspire to Hold?

- **Non Executive Director (FTSE 100)**
  - Men: 31%
  - Women: 14%

- **Non Executive Director (FTSE 250)**
  - Men: 34%
  - Women: 21%

- **Non Executive Director (PLC)**
  - Men: 40%
  - Women: 53%

- **Non Executive Director (Private Company)**
  - Men: 49%
  - Women: 58%

- **Non Executive Director (AIM)**
  - Men: 24%
  - Women: 28%

- **Angel Investment**
  - Men: 24%
  - Women: 26%

- **Advisory Board Position**
  - Men: 30%
  - Women: 40%

- **Charity/Trustee Board Position**
  - Men: 19%
  - Women: 30%

46% of men aspire to be Chair compared to 28% of women.
There is much discussion about what experience board candidates need, and we looked at their career histories to explore this. Although directors will, clearly, need experience that is relevant to the board, we found no clear connection between a particular career background and likelihood of success in seeking a NED role. There is a preference for those with previous board experience, and the first role can act as a catalyst for more roles, particularly for women. Overall, candidates’ previous experience was most helpful when it had given them access to NED networks.

Much is said about the importance of the right experience for NED success, and we looked at how candidates’ industry background affected their likelihood of success. We found no clear evidence that coming from a certain career background made it easier to gain a NED role. However, a candidate’s career background could contribute to their success if it meant they had access to a strong network of current NEDs and Chairs. This is more commonly the case for those with similar career backgrounds to current board members, such as those coming from finance.

One kind of experience that can be a significant success factor is having previous board experience. This creates a paradoxical loop where candidates struggle to get board experience because they do not already have it\(^1\). Once candidates gain their first NED role it often leads to them being offered more roles, particularly for women\(^2\). Of the 15 women interviewed, seven were successful in gaining a NED and six said this resulted in a ‘flurry’ of further NED offers. Candidates felt that this was particularly important for headhunters: gaining a NED role acts as a ‘seal of approval’, prompting headhunters to put them forward for many subsequent roles.
To gain board experience, many candidates sought not-for-profit (NFP) or charity board roles. 61% of women and 54% of men we surveyed hold charity board roles, and almost all of the interviewees hold a NFP or charity role. However, charity board roles rarely translated into commercial board roles. Like other kinds of experience, these roles only acted as leverage when they gave candidates contact with commercial NEDs and networks.

When looking at experience as a whole, men hold a wider range of board roles. 20% of men (compared with just 3% of women) sit on AIM-listed company boards, 62% of men (32% of women) sit on private company boards, and 41% of men (29% of women) sit on advisory boards. This range of roles may afford men access to a wider variety of different possibilities and networks, which sets them up for gaining NEDs more easily.
This research finds that personal networking with Chairs, current NEDs and headhunters is fundamental to success in gaining a NED role. In particular, success relies on candidates having powerful sponsors and advocates who can put them forward for roles, not just offer them advice. Women are more likely to receive advice from their networks, while men are more likely to have sponsors.

Women and men use similar strategies when seeking their first board roles, with personal networking playing a key role. Personal networking was cited by 73% of men and 68% of women in the survey as the primary search method, and all of the interviewees discussed this. When asked in more detail, networking meant nurturing relations with key individuals that could help them get into NED roles, primarily focusing on Chairs, headhunters and current NEDs. There were no significant differences between women and men in the way they network, nor in their ability to meet with key individuals. In the survey we asked candidates to estimate how many times they had met with Chairs, headhunters and other NEDs, and there was very little difference between men’s and women’s responses. Women and men use similar networking strategies, but get different things from their networks.

Men and women focus on personal networking to get NED roles. 73% of men and 68% of women cited it as their primary strategy.
Of the 30 candidates who we interviewed, 12 were successful in gaining FTSE100 or FTSE250 NED roles over the course of the research. When we looked at the success factors, the clear commonality between them was the role played by networking, specifically having well-placed sponsors or advocates. Even when the search was being conducted by a headhunter or had been publicly advertised, success was dependent on the candidate having a high-powered advocate or sponsor to recommend them for the role, or being known to the board.

Unlike in executive roles, where sponsorship largely comes from people who are more senior and within organisations, sponsors in the NED world can be influential peers, headhunters, formal networks or existing NEDs; as well as Chairs and CEOs. In the survey, two in five men said a NED contact had put them forward for a NED role, compared to just over one in ten of women. This was also the case with headhunters: 43% men (compared with 30% of women) said a headhunter had put them forward for roles. Women more commonly reported being offered advice from headhunters (40% compared to 30% of men) and from other NEDs (30% of women compared to 18% of men). It appears that, as in executive roles, women lack sponsors but have an abundance of people providing advice.

Advice vs. Sponsors

- **Put forward by NED Contact**
  - Men: 11%
  - Women: 40%

- **Put forward by Headhunter**
  - Men: 43%
  - Women: 30%

- **Given advice from NED Contact**
  - Men: 18%
  - Women: 30%

- **Given advice from Headhunter**
  - Men: 30%
  - Women: 40%
The report shows that with the current focus on board diversity, women are being highly encouraged to seek NED roles. They are focusing primarily on FTSE board roles, while men target a wider range of roles, in AIM-listed, non-FTSE plc, and private companies. This difference in ambition may affect candidates’ likelihood of success, as FTSE boards are more visible, higher profile and attract women, but are also have higher competition. This is a concern if it means that increasing the number of women on FTSE boards will not necessarily have a knock-on effect on other boards or the economy in general.

We recommend that women widen their search to include board roles in a variety of companies, while continuing to aim for FTSE-listed companies. Women are also less likely to aim for Chair roles, and it is important that they are being encouraged and sponsored to become Chairs of committees when they get to the board.

There is much discussion about what kinds of career experience NEDs need to have, but this research finds no clear connection between industry sectors and success in securing a NED role. Instead the ‘right’ experience is most useful when it affords candidates access to the right networks. A key strategy for gaining NED roles is personal networking and there is a strong connection between success and being known or recommended to the board.

Candidates need well-placed sponsors to achieve NED roles, and this research shows that women are less commonly sponsored for these positions. Unlike in executive roles, where sponsorship largely comes from people who are more senior and within organisations, sponsors in the NED world can be influential peers, headhunters, formal networks or existing NEDs; as well as Chairs and CEOs. It is essential that those individuals with the power to leverage their own networks and recommend new NEDs are doing so, and not just encouraging and offering advice to aspirant men and women. This places the focus on those who are able to sponsor, not just on the individual to network.

Overall this research shows that while the climate is conducive to increasing the number of women on boards, the key mechanisms of board appointments have not changed, and networks and sponsors play a significant role. While women are being encouraged and advised on how to get NED roles, their networks often do not contain as many high-powered sponsors willing to act as advocates. This raises concerns that the momentum of women on boards will not be sustained if external pressure is not upheld, and if women are not receiving the same sponsorship as men.
Women aim for FTSE boards, while men seek a broader range of NED roles

- **31%** of women and **14%** of men aim for FTSE100
- **34%** of women and **21%** of men aim for FTSE250
- **53%** of men and **40%** of women aim for non-FTSE plc
- **58%** of men and **49%** of women aim for private companies

Women get advice, men get sponsored

- **40%** of men and **11%** of women are put forward by a NED contact
- **43%** of men and **30%** of women are put forward by a headhunter
- **30%** of women and **18%** of men get advice from a NED contact
- **40%** of women and **30%** of men get advice from a headhunter
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